
    













Now as you stand in armor chivalrous 
And win by arms this castle all for us,
 
It feels as though I’ve kissed your lips before 
And lost you to some other timeless war.
 
So when red peril spawns itself anew, 
I know you’ll save me like you always do.
 
Our future vows wrap me in memory, 
Embraced by souls and your eyes seamlessly.
 
Though still our fires f lash and turn to shade, 
And from our hearts eternity will fade,
 
Our ashes skim the pool of everywhen 
To build the stars until we love again.







Lipgloss dripping candy lacquer aquamarine
Wrought silk enfolding shadows of her shoulders obscene
Drugstore ribbon laced her feet just as in my dream
She reduces me to liquid in an urban machine
On the asphalt a virile shellac.

Power like a thousand ships of industry steel
Columns fall to soldiers at the clack of her heel
Sirens’ polished poisoned fruit that drives one to kill!
A Dahlia’s vitality shunted and left to congeal
In that pool, then a wave of relief.







I come upon a dead butterfly in the parking lot.
The blackest asphalt sets off the shimmering seafoam 
scales of his one remaining wing:
A wedge of Luna and lime
against a tarmac night sky.
I wonder where the other wing is,
And when he lost it.
It might have cracked off and blown away
long after he was dead,
Like a sheet of snowflakes.
But he probably lost it while he was still living,
Hit by a car or an ignorant wayward step,
Left to flutter and stumble to his demise
Like a wounded soldier or a choking fish;
A cerulean one-winged sailboat
Overturned on the vast black pavement.









When I am by myself,
Perhaps after a glass of embarrassingly inexpensive wine,

I pick up a volume of verse by a handsome young British man.
My fingers glide over his long breathtaking lines.

His allusions arouse so many ideas in my body until
I feel the need to satisfy my own poetic passion.

I have to get the writing out of me urgently and alone.
I relax as I start to touch my thoughts to paper in rhythm.

Clenching my pen and smacking words together harder and
Faster with my face all contorted,

Culminating in the sublime moment
Where my words and I become one.

Then, afterward, looking upon the inky mess I’ve made,
I feel utterly exhausted and I never want to see the thing again.



A star with night between her teeth; a girl
Staggers a dance of seven heels, less six.
Cues strewn along her route: a pin, a pearl,
A tired, tawdry queen a-lean on bricks.

Though under veil of spotlight she makes sway,
No trace of rule remains on head or feet.
Each sunset swallowed before birthing Day
To toss to sirens feeding in the street.

Nocturnal vagrants fever dreaming deep
Her cafe consorts, seeking but a friend.
Mascara floods downstream where ducklings sleep,
So get her to a bed and to an end.

And though low trolls will ever tweet her shame
Each morning’s jay will always sing her name.



A star with night between her teeth; a girl
Staggers a dance of seven heels, less six.
Cues strewn along her route: a pin, a pearl,
A tired, tawdry queen a-lean on bricks.

Though under veil of spotlight she makes sway,
No trace of rule remains on head or feet.
Each sunset swallowed before birthing Day
To toss to sirens feeding in the street.

Nocturnal vagrants fever dreaming deep
Her cafe consorts, seeking but a friend.
Mascara floods downstream where ducklings sleep,
So get her to a bed and to an end.

And though low trolls will ever tweet her shame
Each morning’s jay will always sing her name.









Pounding wander begging louder bigger faster 

Fear division category property conf ict rule.

Riding higher number counting tender climbing tripping under

Harder moving poorer ending killing nothing order.

Folding feeling stemming deeper craving other.

Lying picture thinning leaving missing failure.

Energy expression connection aff rmation belief.

Working structure straighter safer answer.

Chaos contact sound light pattern memory.

Raving power steeling winning preying blinder.

Passing slipping searing hunger stunning pain.

Isolation institution quarantine asylum.



I’m fighting grind-split tooth and peeled nail
Against all my selves I call other.
Veiling mortal wounds with gossamer,
I claim romantic identities
Falsely, with sinister abandon.

Coiling ever inward and away,
I withdraw me from poor reflections;
From glaring eyes betrayed and pooling
Tar melting down from scorched railroad ties
Strewn alongside deserted highways.

I run again home to a cold box:
Fluorescent orange light grating down eyes
To dull accessories, who abet
Escape to asylum in wombing
Safety of echoing monologue.

Reason rides to mind a snake oil savior 
To colonize my nobler instincts.
Blood-choked and complacent, I’ll deny
My proudest breaths were spent defending
Glass towers of an empty castle.

Rend all your erstwhile double-tongued pharaohs.
Cast out inner sycophantic slaves.  
Lay civil barriers to ruin.
Surrender to grave knowledge of self.









The forms of lions reported were false. 
It was a body of men with no heads. 
They were no one, but everyone was it. 
A cannibalistic orgy of Self. 
Gaping yaws with no faces to give word, 
Unable to hear their own glottal calls, 
Guttered incoherence for none to see. 
Their fire and power were unlike those stored 
In our hundred buried years of Mundis. 
Unbound viscera – black, boiled, and souring: 
Replaceable parts via war and tea;

Served with flesh overdeveloped to taste; 
Served to slouching tongues and beastly fingers 
By those for whom labor is cause and curse. 
Adrenaline and other chemicals 
Oiling their blood, charging minds, taxing nerves, 
Traumatically driving their will to serve 
Their bottom-toothed anathematic maws. 
Those best who remained born of conviction 
Died with the worst unexceptionally. 
We now ask not what is coming for us, 
But how long we will allow it to feed.







Starve fasces-brandishers who predicate
Authority from appetite to lead.
Uproot the system bred to overfeed
Flush priests of law whose acts emaciate
The restive body of we third estate,
Condemning propaganda of the deed
By terrorists like Johnny Appleseed.
We must invoke our right to eat the state.

Roast those who’d charge an honest cannibal
For planting liberal teachings to displace
The syndicate, and share economy.
Fire up the cult of the imperial
And ration insurrectionary grace
Ample for all to feast on anarchy.



Drink me:
A shapely shifting goddess for thee.
Nerves dance,
The king is folded - now is your chance.
Take nothing you need. Lend none of your heed to arms with no 
hands.

Mad hounds
Crave and call your heart’s bloody pounds.
On beat,
With thin air streaming under your feet.
Your echoing kill rings guilty and gilded ears in the street.

Run fast
To warn them that their idol’s collapsed.
Gold spills
Deflated gods erupt from the hills.
Rich lava bleeding through but not ceding to men’s fragile wills.

Ready yourself for controversial glory.
Set free the heavy hearts of those who can’t flee
Go write something wrong or heal with a song the eyes that won’t see.






































